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Thoughts from the Editor
by J.R. Smith

Online Treasures
s you may have noticed, we are offering more and more for you to do online all the
time. If you haven’t done so yet, log in to our Member Center at HandbellMembers.org, or
just click the login button at the top of our main site to be directed there, and you’ll find a
wealth of resources.
Free to Members
In addition to your printed version of Overtones, the online version on our members-only site
includes extra content and printable versions of
our Tips & Tools materials.
If you’ve not joined one of our Member-Chats
yet, I would highly encourage you to do so. While
you can watch archived videos of the chats any
time, joining one live allows you to participate
directly and makes it livelier and more fun for
everyone.
In our Resource Library, you’ll find a number
of e-books on topics including starting a new
handbell program, how to retain ringers, publicity,
and more—all free to you as a member.
You’ll also find some things just for fun in the
Member Extras section, such as puzzles, do-ityourself projects, and fun stories.

Fee-Based Resources
Besides our members-only online resources, we
offer many classes in our Virtual Bell Academy,
which are open to non-members, with discounts
to members. These include classes on techniques,
health, and maintaining a handbell program. And
recordings of all our previous VBA sessions are
available for purchase in our online store.

Music Promotions
Our newest online feature is the digital version
of our AGEHR Publishing promotion. By now
you will have received either a booklet from Jeffers
Handbell Supply or a postcard from HMA. If
you received the book, you probably noticed right
away that it did not include a CD. Both include a
URL and a QR code, which can be scanned with
a mobile device, to take you to a page where you
can peruse more pages of each piece, in a larger,
more-readable format and listen to the recordings
at the same time. These are mobile-friendly, and
you can even download the recordings to enjoy on
your mp3 device or to burn onto a CD.
Because of upcoming United States Postal SerO V E R T O N E S
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vice regulations that will make it cost-prohibitive
for us to continue including CD recordings in a
tangible promotional booklet, we opted this year
to only offer recordings of our newly published
music online.
As a non-profit organization, we always face the
need to combat ever-increasing costs of producing our promotional materials, magazine, website,
and events. And we feel fortunate that alternative
methods of producing content valuable to our
membership exist through the Internet.
J.R. Smith
jrsmith@handbellmusicians.org
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New Content
Instructional Articles
•
•
•
•
•

Rehearsal & Teaching Techniques
Programming
Building and Organizing a
Program
Marketing & Communication
Building/Using Equipment

Music
•
•
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Processionals & Fanfares
Hymn Accompaniments
Arrangements for Less than a Full
Choir
Learning Pieces

Educational Materials
•
•

Music Lesson Plans
Rehearsal Exercises

Features
•
•

Human interest stories about the
people who make handbells special
Articles about especially unique handbell events or programs from which
someone else could gain ideas
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from the PRESIDENT’S PEN
by P.L. Grove

Why Handbells in Education?
ast summer I focused my article around the question of why handbells? My answer was centered around church handbell choirs. But I’ve had a concern about the need for music in our
schools for quite some time now, and handbells are the perfect medium. It’s not an easy task, considering
the state of our schools. However, I’ve noticed a recent flurry of articles from researchers that conclude that music in schools makes a difference. So here is part two of why handbells...in education.
Last year I discussed the pedagogical and
team-building benefits of a handbell ensemble.
Handbells are incredible at teaching the elements
of music—elements that physically can be demonstrated right there in one’s hand. And most
team sports teach that individuals can win...which
means there are losers. As a team sport, handbells
build everyone up so that the whole team is important and necessary to complete something. Right
now we’re focused on anti-bullying efforts, so this
might be a good team on which to play.
But recently, researchers are weighing in about
other benefits of programming music in schools.
Andreas Schleicher, who leads the Program for
International Student Assessment at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
told the England House of Commons that young
people could benefit more from the skills gained
through creativity rather than test-based learning.
He spoke to the Education Select Committee as
part of an ongoing inquiry into the influence of
technologies like robotics and artificial intelligence
on society. Schleicher, who is widely regarded as
one of the world’s leading educational thinkers,
said “I would say, in the fourth industrial revolution, arts may become more important than
math.”* Research is showing that the decline of
the arts in schools is having an effect on technical
fields. Experts suggest that some highly intelligent
students lack the skills that can be gained from
creative learning. Roger Kneebone, professor of
surgical education at Imperial College in London,
warned of the loss of creative skills among medical
and science students. He said, “We have students
who have very high exam grades, but lack the
tactile general knowledge—they struggle even to
perform chemistry experiments...an example is
of a surgeon needing some dexterity and skill...it
can be traced back to the sweeping out of creative
subjects from the curriculum....”
Additionally, Edge Foundation of the UK,
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an educational charity, published a report claiming that the future of work will be underpinned
by jobs that demand both creative and technical
skills. According to the report, UK labor market
projections show that the rate of growth for both
creative and STEM occupations will be more than
double the average across the whole economy over
the next six years. The report calls for changes to
the national curriculum and states that creativity
should be at the heart of all learning if the UK is
to prosper. I imagine that’s true not just for the
UK.
Another area of concern surrounds the issue of
stress. Mental health among students has become
a growing issue, and leading psychiatrists are
coming to the conclusion that re-infusing the arts
back into the curriculum could help. In a keynote
speech at a conference on the subject, Professor
Simon Wessely of King’s College London stated
the following: “The risk is not just ineffective
solutions, but the real possibility that our solutions
may actually be contributing to the problem...I
would love to see trials of volunteering, peer support, sport, drama, choir, and so on—that’s the
research I believe we need.”
Now in case you encounter someone who needs
convincing, here is a large list of reasons to have
music in schools:
• Evidence it increases SAT scores: the 20182019 SAT average score for the state of Texas
was 1020; the Texas all-state musicians SAT
average was 1308
• Aids in the development of language and
reasoning (left side of the brain is better
developed)
• Aids with memorization, which helps students in all aspects of education
• Contributes to a child’s intellectual development; the recognition of patterns helps
children learn math in a fun format
Continued on page 27
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Are Your Handbells feeling a bit under the Weather?

Now is the best time to
have them worked on!
Call me if it has been more than 5 years
since they have been Serviced / Adjusted?
If you live anywhere in the United States we come to you
and perform the work on site in one working day!
All work is guaranteed to your complete satisfaction!

Nationwide Services! No shipping!
Testimonials

Contact: Dr. Gregg Porter
Phone: 1-708-748-2283 NEW
Fax: 1-708-748-8911
Email: DoctorP@handbellrefurb.com

www.handbellrefurb.com

“Thank you very much for your work and your tips.
The handbell choir was impressed with how beautiful
the bells look and sound now! ”
- St. Paul Lutheran Church Paducah KY

“The bells arrived in perfect condition on Friday morning!
I played each one and they are great! Thank you so
much for the service you provide! Working with you
has been just great!”
- Hope Lutheran Church Bozeman MT

“We had ourfirst rehearsal since your visit and the
bells are beautiful! Thank you for such a great job!
Please always feel free to use me as a reference! We
are so impressed!”
- San Antonio TX

“Thanks so much for the amazing work you did on our
bells! We are so pleased with your work and care for
our bells. Thank you so much and please use us as a
reference!”
- Dubuque, IA

executive NOTES

Messages from the Executive Director
by Jennifer Cauhorn

Transitions and Farewells
ver the past several months, the national office has gone through some
transition impacting staff and the programs we offer. Most of these have been
announced to you, our members, through various communication methods:
E-Notes, targeted email messages, Facebook posts, and here in Overtones.
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However, we recognize that the news of all
these changes may not have made it to everyone.
Following is information about each transition and
how it impacts our operation:
Mary Willadsen resigned at the end of last year
to pursue full-time employment opportunities.
Mary was a valuable part of our regional membership coordinator team and office support staff. She
was one of our first RMCs and helped to shape
their role. Our current RMCs, Kim Braswell and
Mya Dundzila, relied on Mary for a great deal of
training and support. We have missed her calm
and reasonable voice in our staff discussions.
Marie Clyatt-Larson joined the staff in January, initially handling general administrative tasks
and learning our systems and processes. Marie
moved to the Cincinnati area from Waco, Texas,
last year, following her wife, Theresa, who is a zookeeper at the Cincinnati Zoo. Marie has an extensive background in music and handbells. She also
works at the Cincinnati Museum Center where she
develops curriculum for the Museum Camps. In
Waco, Marie was a middle school science teacher.
Vickie Iverson reduced her hours, at her
request, and transferred national event registrar
duties to Marie in May. Vickie is still handling
the administrative tasks associated with Sponsored
and Endorsed events and is available to provide
assistance to members and staff as needed.
Our Handbell Musician Certification program
welcomed a new coordinator. Laura Blauch took
on that role in February and has been working
with me and the certification faculty to get up to
speed on all aspects of the program. Marie provides administrative support from the office. In
addition, we have added several new instructors for
Level 1 classes in conducting, handbell techniques,
and music theory, making it easier for these classes
to be offered at Area events around the country.
We have also added online versions of handbell
techniques and music theory to our Virtual Bell
Academy. Over the next few months, Laura and

I will be conducting a complete review of the
program and implementing new ideas to help improve the program. Gratitude goes out to Sharon
Schmidt, who left the certification coordinator
role in January, for the leadership she provided to
the program for the previous five years.
The national board appointed members to a
new development committee. Chaired by at-large
member, Derek Nance, this committee will work
with me and the staff to develop strategies for
fundraising and charitable giving for the organization. Members include Marlene Anderson, Stevie
Berryman, Matthew Compton, Linda Krantz,
Barbara Meinke, Ed Rollins, and Susan Schultz.
A huge thank you goes out to the previous members of the committee who have completed their
terms of service: John Pfeiffer, Michael Glasgow,
Linda McKechnie, Kermit Junkert, and Reiff
Lorenz.
Perhaps the biggest transition for our organization in many years is the retirement of music
editor, John Behnke, and the board’s decision to
discontinue the publication of new music. On
page 28 of this issue, you will find a review of our
history in music publishing. John is a huge part
of that history. Under his leadership, our catalog
has increased by over 300 titles, we published the
works of 35 first-time composers, launched the
Priority Music Club, and introduced the successful
Tunes that Teach and Chime-In series. John managed the department largely independently and
produce a profit in publishing consistently each
year. It has been my sincere pleasure to work with
John and observe his passion for offering quality
music at all levels to the handbell community. I
have learned much from him about the publishing
process and have great respect for what he achieved
for Handbell Musicians of America.
John, I wish you a long and happy retirement!
		 Jenny Cauhorn
		jcauhorn@handbellmusicians.org
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A National Gathering of Church Musicians

REGISTER
TODAY!
MARK BURROWS
Children’s Music

DAVID CHERWIEN
GREG GILPIN

MARK HAYES

BRENDA AUSTIN
Handbells

DAN ANDERSEN
Aging Voices

TABERNACLE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH | INDIANAPOLIS, IN
@ sacredmusicsymp
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Conducting & Repertoire

Keynote Speaker

317.923.5458 x102

Organ

$275

tabpres.org/sacredmusic
sacredmusic@tabpres.org

REV. BILL CARTER

REV. L. JOHN GABLE

Creative Worship

Staff Relations

SE P T EMBE R 1 1 –1 3 , 2019
For registration info visit our website!
tabpres.org/sacredmusic/

WA RRA N T Y REN E WA L

Handbell refurbishments
by the best bellmakers in
the world.
For more than 50 years, we’ve serviced over
1 million handbells. At Schulmerich, our
products are not only made by artisans,
they’re also maintained by them.

Have you Bought
a Used Set?
You can renew your warranty if you have a complete factory
refurbishment. Contact our refurb coordinator by calling
1.800.772.3557 and Schulmerich will help you with your renewal.
Trust Schulmerich to keep you ringing.

U S E P RO M O CO D E : REN WA R2 0 1 8

Schulmerich Bells, LLC
11 Church Road, Suite 1A, Hatfield, PA 19440
T: +1-800-772-3557, F: +1-215-257-1910
info@schulmerichbells.com
www.schulmerichbells.com
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membership MATTERS
A Big Deal

Thoughts from your
Regional Membership Coordinators

he military life has allowed me to experience cultures in many different corners of this great country. Thanks to a very good friend I realized
that no matter where you are or what you are doing, you can always grow
where you are planted.

This issue’s
installment by
West RMC
Kim Braswell
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This means that we can always help the people
around us to grow and flourish. Often the things
you are doing are a much bigger deal than you
can ever imagine. For example, subbing in a local
handbell choir, volunteering for a school program,
putting the group in contact with the resources
they need, inviting handbell musicians to attend
an event or clinic, and sometimes just being there
in the background can be the biggest help to a
handbell choir. These things may seem small but
the people you are helping value the time and
expertise you bring to the art of handbell ringing.
One of the other things I have learned is
that people will generally fall into two different
categories: the ones who like to make a big deal
and the ones who would rather stay in the shadows. Our “big deal” people are the ones who go
all-out to celebrate anything and make you feel
celebrated. As a life-long “not a big deal” person I
have started to recognize that sometimes you need
to make a big deal if for no other reason than to
encourage the people around you. This applies to
the handbell world by knowing that we have to
encourage and support those who need us. All the
little things we may be doing will absolutely come
together and make an impact on those around us.
When we find our passion in life, we need to
make it a big deal! By constantly supporting the
handbell groups around us, we are expressing that
they are important and what they do matters in
the larger scheme of things. Celebrate our art and
share the joy of handbell ringing to anyone who
will listen. We work hard and it is such a great
feeling when the people around you are sharing in
the joy of handbell ringing. How can you celebrate
handbells? Attend a local concert, call that ringer
you have not seen in a while, offer to help sort
the music after a concert season, or just be there.
Every little thing becomes a big deal when those
little things start to add up.
No matter how you are reaching out to the
handbell musicians around you, it is always a

When we find our passion in
life, we need to make it a big
deal! By constantly supporting
the handbell groups around us,
we are expressing that they are
important and what they do
matters in the larger scheme of
things. Celebrate our art and
share the joy of handbell ringing
to anyone who will listen.
bigger deal than you can see. Sometimes we need
to step back to see the bigger picture to know
the impact we are making in the lives of other
handbell musicians around us. If being a Regional
Membership Coordinator has allowed me to learn
anything, it would be that every little bit becomes
a big deal when in the hands of the right person.
Make handbells a big deal!
Kim Braswell
kbraswell@handbellmusicians.org

Bell Trees Can Be Just What Your Choir Needs!
antidote to choir size problems
make more advanced music
accessible to smaller groups

“jazz up” your performances
& challenge individual ringers

overcome location issues with
less space needed for tables, etc.
budget-saver for choirsmuch less equipment needed

great for beginning
to advanced ringers
can be played by
any number of ringers

and We Have What You Need to Get Started!
Bell Tree Stands
• base is 24” across, 14 lbs.
• base breaks down into two pieces for
easy shipping and transport

• 58” tall in lowest position, but can be
extended to 69”, 73”, 77” or 81”
• comes with 2 arms and 4 locking casters
• additional arms and casters available:
arms (each) #9011 $50
casters (set of 4) #9022 $35

• adjustable feet for uneven floors
• bells are held by O rings that can be
positioned according to needs
Bell Tree Stand w/ 2 Arms & 4 Casters #9010

$349.00

Bell Tree Stand Travel Case
• wheels and comfortable handle make
the storage/transport of Bell Tree
Stands and accessories much easier
• protects Bell Tree equipment
during storage

• high impact
• removable egg crate foam with
removable ¾" thick foam piece
that can be customized as needed
• hinges lock at 90 degrees (prevents
lid from falling backwards)

• key locks- comes with 2 keys
Bell Tree Stand Travel Case #9019 $250.00
Special Introductory Price $199.00!

Buy a belltree case at the same
time as a belltree stand and get a
special price of $150 for the case!
We’ll even ship your belltree stand
inside your case!

Don’t Forget- Keep Those Bells Apart!
Bell Tree Guards

$1.25

prevent bell handles
from slipping over the
handle of the next
bell & casting
1. White: #4030W
2. Black: #4030B

Acrylic Bell Tree
Separators $25.00

Wire Bell Tree
Separators $17.50 •

Set of 3: 2 long,
1 short: #9023

Set of 5: #9020

stop swaying &
keep castings
from touching
other bells • for
B5 & below

stop swaying &
keep castings
from touching
other bells •
for smaller bells

1-800-JHS-BELL
(1-800-547-2355)
HandbellWorld.com

Membership Opportunities
Membership in in
Handbell
Musicians
of America
now offers
more benefits, more resources, more
Membership
Handbell
Musicians
of America
offers
value, benefits,
and more opportunities
to grow
and value,
improveand
yourmore
skills as a handbell musician. As of
more
more resources,
more
October
1,
2012,
a
brand
new
set
of
on-line
and
interactive
resources
opportunities to grow and improve your skills as a handbellis available to our members.
In addition, we’ve added the My Membership Rewards program which provides periodic specials
musician. We are always adding to our collection of online
and discounts for Guild events, music, and merchandise.
and interactive resources available to our members.
For a full comparison of benefits of membership please refer to the grid on the back of this page.

You may join or renew right now at
www.HandbellMusicians.org

Member number if renewal _________________________________
Member number if renewal _________________________
*Membership opportunities please circle one:
Member/Contact
Name ____________________________________
Member / Contact
Name ___________________________
Handbell Musician
$95.00
Is this
an INDIVIDUAL
or ORGANIZATIONAL
membership?
(Please circle one)
Is this
an individual
or organizational
membership?
Sterling Handbell Musician
$200.00
(Please circle one)
Bronze
Handbell
Musician
$350.00
Email address ___________________________________________
Gold Handbell Musician
$600.00
Email address _____________________________________
Organization/Business Name________________________________
This membership is for either an individual or an organization. If for an
Organization / Business name_________________________
individual, that person may identify ONE organization that may also receive the
Organization/Business Phone #_______________________________
benefits of the membership. If for an organization, that organization must
Organization / Business phone # _______________________
identify one individual as the primary contact for the membership. The Sterling,
Organization
Mailing
Address________________________________
Organization
mailing
address__________________________

__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Home address_____________________________________
Home Address__________________________________________
_________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Home phone #_____________________________________
Home Phone #__________________________________________
Referred By _______________________________________
Referred
By ____________________________________________
Enclosed
payment type: Visa MasterCard Check
(please circle one)
Payment:
Card
#_______________________________________
WeCredit
accept
payments
by check made out to Handbell
Musicians
of America
or date___________________________
by credit card. Send your check with
Credit Card
expiration
a copy
ofsecurity
this invoice
to the
Please make sure
3 digit
number
onaddress
back of below.
card _________________
your member account number is included on your check.
Card holder signature_______________________________
To pay by credit card go to Handbellmusicians.org and login
Credit card address same as Home or Business address?
to your member account or call 937-438-0085 for assistance.
(please circle
MasterCard
andone)
Visa are accepted.
Mail completed form to:
*Please note: All dues are payable in US Dollars.
America
AllHandbell
returnedMusicians
checks willofincur
a $25 processing fee.*
POcompleted
Box 221047form with your payment to
Mail
HANDBELL
Louisville,MUSICIANS
KY 40252 OF AMERICA
POOr
BOX
221047
fax to: 937.438.0085
LOUISVILLE, KY 40252

Bronze, and Gold levels are for those individuals/organizations who wish
to include a tax-deductible donation.

Handbell Industry Council

$185.00

This membership is for businesses and organizations that provide products and
services to the handbell/handchime community and wish to exhibit and/
or market these products and services to the community. The Sterling, Bronze,
and Gold levels are for those businesses or organizations that wish to include a
tax-deductible donation.

Retired Handbell Musician

$70.00

This membership is for the handbell musician, aged 65 years or older, who is
no longer actively directing or leading an ensemble or program.

Full-time student

$25.00

This is an individual membership and is for the full-time college or high school
student.

Sub-membership

$10.00

This membership is for an individual member of an organization that has an
existing Handbell Musician Membership. It is basically an on-line membership
only. LIST “PARENT” Handbell Musician Membership # here:______________
**Canadian Members: Please add $15.00 USD to all memberships.
All other International Members: Please add $30.00 USD to all memberships.
Note: All dues are payable in U.S. dollars. All returned checks will incur a $25.00 processing fee.

Online-Only Overtones
Access to Online Resources
Take a Choir or Choirs from Your
Organization to Events at
Member Discount Pricing
Attend Individual-Focused Events
at Member Discount (i.e. Distinctly
Bronze, Master Series)

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Access to Scholarships & Grants
Access to Chime Loan Programs
Access to Mentoring Programs
Access to Priority Music Club
Return $10 Rebate to Your Area
Return $5 Rebate to Your Area
E-Notes E-Newsletter
Event-Notes E-Newsletter
Own Login & Password to
Access Online Resources

X
X

X

X

X

Exhibit at Guild Events
For 65+ Not Actively Directing or
Leading a
Handbell/Handchime program
Exclusive MemberNotes
and MemberChats

Full-Time Student
Membership - $25

Retired Handbell
Musician Membership†
$70

Print Copy of Overtones

X
X
X
X

HIC Membership‡
$185

Voting Privileges

Sub-Membership*
$10

Whether you are a director, educator, or member of an ensemble, or you
compose music, own a handbell related
business or are simply an enthusiast,
there is a Handbell Musicians of America
membership for you.

Handbell Musician
Membership - $95

Which membership
type best suits
YOUR needs?
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Canadian members add $15USD and Other International members add $30USD to all except Sub-Membership.
*The Sub-Membership must be linked to a Handbell Musician Membership. Sub-member may attend events with the group associated with the Handbell Musician Membership only.
‡HIC Members may only apply for grants and scholarships, event endorsement, and access to chime-loan programs if they are recognized as a non-profit 501-(c)(3) organization.
†If you are 65 years of age or older and ACTIVELY directing or leading a handbell/handchime program, then the Handbell Musician Membership is for you. However, if you are 65
years or older and NOT actively directing or leading, then the Retired Handbell Musician Membership is your best option.

what’s HAPPENING
Handbell News and Notices

Accepting Nominations for Nat’l Board
By Jennifer Vangolen, Nominating Committee Chair
Who should serve on the next national board of directors of
the Handbell Musicians of America? Whoever it is, YOU will
play a vital and essential role.

Who are the board of directors?
The board of directors consists of a president, president-elect
and five at-large directors as the voting members. Each member
serves a six-year term. The executive director is a non-voting
participant. Additionally, a board-appointed secretary serves
without voice or vote. The term of the current board expires
September 30, 2020. At that time, P.L Grove (president), Derek
Nance, and Jennifer Vangolen (at-large directors) will be replaced by a new president-elect and two new at-large directors.
Those new members will join Bill Mathis, Linda Minnotte,
and Kyle Webber. Jill Fedon will be our new president. Board
members serve without compensation but are reimbursed for
expenses directly related to their board responsibilities.
In order to facilitate a national election, the national board
has appointed a nominating committee. For this next election, the committee consists of Jennifer Vangolen, chair; Kathy
Ebling Shaw from Area 2; and Stephanie Wiltse from Area 5.
This committee’s duties are to review all nominations and then
recommend to the national board individuals to be voted on by
the membership.
A nomination form is on the following page and on the
website at election.handbellmusicians.org. This form is the only
means to nominate someone for consideration to the national
board of directors. The nominating deadline is September 1,
2019.
Immediately following this deadline, the nominating committee will review the forms, compare each nominee’s qualifications, and make recommendations to the board of directors.
The ultimate authority for determining the slate of candidates
rests with the national board of directors. This slate will contain
two candidates for president-elect and four candidates for atlarge director.
Online voting begins February 15, 2020, and ends March
15, 2020. The membership will vote for president-elect and for
two at-large candidates. The results will be posted at
handbellmusicians.org, in Overtones, through E-Notes, and
through communication with the area chairs.

Who would make a desirable candidate for
the national board?
The national board of directors must be diversified with
individuals who share an interest in our instrument regardless
of gender, ethnic or cultural background, social status, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, or political affiliation. To
achieve this diversity, the qualities listed below are those which
the national board will consider in finding potential nominees
and candidates:
• Historical experience with AGEHR/Handbell Musicians of
America
• Business experience: finance, accounting, policy governance, sales, marketing, law, human resources, or fundraising
• Music and handbell experience: director, ringer, music educator, church, community, or specials needs choirs
• Strategic planning and/or not-for-profit experience
• Information Technology services
This diversity of backgrounds and experiences will broaden
the national board’s perspective, creating an environment that
will enable Handbell Musicians of America to be successful
in a competitive non-profit environment. We need a range of
personalities for a board that can collectively become skilled to:
• Be proactive
• Brainstorm
• Plan for the future
• Anticipate the needs of our constituents
• Be a servant leader
Handbell Musicians of America is dedicated to advancing
the musical art of handbell/handchime ringing through education, community, and communication. The best possible future
for the Handbell Musicians of America board of directors will
come from good communication between diverse individuals
who share our mission, vision, values, and goals. YOU know
these people. Therefore, the best possible future for Handbell
Musicians of America ultimately rests with YOU. But, before
you nominate someone, check with her or him to insure they
are able and willing to be considered for one of the most fascinating and rewarding responsibilities they could imagine.
Who will you nominate?

The nominating deadline is September 1, 2019
Mail the form on the next page to
Jennifer Vangolen
7524 35th Avenue SW Apt. S306; Seattle, WA 98126
Or you can complete an electronic form at election.handbellmusians.org
O V E R T O N E S
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2020 National Board Elections Nomination Form
for President-Elect and At-Large Board Members
Please circle the office for which nomination is being made:
PRESIDENT-ELECT

AT-LARGE BOARD MEMBER

NOMINEE INFORMATION:
(Nominations will not be accepted without the following data.)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home________________ Work________________ Cell________________
Email address________________________________
Please state your reasons for nominating this person including experience in AGEHR or other handbell-related
organizations, music related experience, leadership, administrative experience, and non-music experience
beneficial to Handbell Musicians of America.

Please use additional sheet of paper to provide more information
Please provide names and contact information for other persons who might be able to provide helpful
information about this nominee.
Name				

State of residence

Phone		

E-mail

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Has candidate given permission to be nominated for this office?
If “NO,” please state reason.

Yes

No

I have reviewed the candidate qualifications for this election and feel this candidate appropriately fulfills the
requirements for this office.
Signed____________________________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: Day ___________________ Evening________________ E-mail ________________________________
O V E R T O N E S
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Seeking Nominees for Honorary Life Award
By Jill Fedon
President-Elect, National Board
The Guild’s first Honorary Life Membership Award was
given to Frederick Sharpe in 1963 at the eighth National
Convention in Detroit, Michigan. Mr. Sharpe was the honored guest at the convention and was considered the foremost
English authority on tower bells, having done much to further
the art of handbell ringing during his lifetime. His contributions became the model for future Honorary Life Membership
Awards which now total 38 throughout the history of Handbell
Musicians of America.
According to the Honorary Life Policy which has been
developed by the national board of directors, the granting of
an Honorary Life Membership Award in the Guild is reserved
“for those who have made outstanding contributions to the
art of handbell ringing. This status is to be deemed the highest honor which the Guild can bestow and is to be reserved for
individuals of the highest caliber.” This award is intended to
recognize and honor a lifetime commitment to handbells based
on exceptional service to Handbell Musicians of America and to
handbell ringing in general.
All members of the Guild, including area boards and current
Honorary Life members, have the opportunity to nominate
persons to be considered for this award.
The national board of directors has appointed Jill Fedon,
president-elect, to chair the selection committee. The detailed
criteria appear below. The nominating form may be found at
handbellmusicians.org/honorarylife, The due date for nominations is December 1, 2019. Questions related to the process or
criteria may be addressed to Ms. Fedon.
Complete the nomination form and send it with accompanying documentation to Jill Fedon as follows:
Via Email:
Via USPS:

jfedon@handbellmusicians.org
Jill Fedon, Honorary Life Committee Chair
c/o Trinity United Methodist Church
213 Main Street
Hackettstown, NJ 07840

HONORARY LIFE POLICY

(as reviewed and approved by the national board of
directors, October 2017)

Selection Criteria
The granting of an Honorary Life Membership in Handbell
Musicians of America is reserved for those who have made
outstanding contributions to the art of handbell ringing. This

status is to be deemed the highest honor which the Guild can
bestow, and is to be reserved for individuals of the highest
caliber.
The criteria to be used for the selection of Honorary Life
recipients include:
1. A nominee should have contributed service both to
Handbell Musicians of America and to the art of
handbell ringing in general. These contributions should
reflect an extended time commitment to the Guild and
to handbell ringing. The nominee should be a current
member of the Guild; however, exceptions may be approved by the board of directors. Outstanding service is
defined as activities that greatly exceed normal expectations or that are generally perceived as significant.
The ideal recipient will have made contributions in each
of the following two categories. However, an overwhelming contribution in only one category may be
deemed acceptable.
a. Service to Handbell Musicians of America
• Service to Handbell Musicians of America at
local, area, and national levels.
• Achievement of national recognition for his/
her contributions to the Guild.
• If service was as an elected officer, the contribution should exceed the normal expectation
of the office.
b. Service to handbell ringing in general
• Development of a body of teaching methods/materials specific to handbells.
• Extended teaching/conducting that has
raised the musical standard for handbell
ringing.
• Composition of a substantial body of repertoire that has expanded the handbell idiom.
• Significant contributions to the invention,
design, or development of instruments associated with handbell ringing.
• Authorship of a substantial body of published written work that expands the knowledge of handbells.
• Significant efforts to extend the art of handbell ringing into new arenas, such as educational institutions, community programs,
churches, and international populations.
2. No person shall be considered either while employed by
Handbell Musicians of America or currently serving on
its board of directors.
3. National board members shall not be eligible for
Honorary Life consideration for a period of two years
following the end of their term.
Continued on page 21
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EmailAddress:
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Information
Nominee:
Nominee:
Nominee’s
Nominee’sAddress:
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Nominee’sPhone
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In what ways has your nominee provided service to Handbell Musicians
of America that would justify this award?

For each entry, please indicate what
documentary evidence you are providing.

Please use separate paper to answer questions
In what ways has your nominee provided service to handbell ringing in
general that would justify this award?

For each entry, please indicate what
documentary evidence you are providing.

Please use separate paper to answer questions
What information about your nominee other than service to Handbell
Musicians of America or service to handbells in general would
contribute to justifying this award?

For each entry, please indicate what
documentary evidence you are providing.

Please use separate paper to answer questions
Signature of Nominator __________________________________________________________________________
Date ______________________, 2019
Please send this Nomination Form and all supporting documents to:
Jill Fedon
Honorary Life Committee Chair
c/o Trinity United Methodist Church
213 Main Street
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
Nomination forms and all supportive material must be postmarked or otherwise time-stamped by December 1, 2019, and
must be received by the Honorary Life Committee Chair no later than December 15, 2019, in order to be used. All material submitted will be destroyed at the conclusion of this Honorary Life Committee’s activity.
Although material may be forwarded at any time prior to the December 1, 2019 deadline, please include as many supporting documents as possible with this Nomination Form.
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for ringers, directors & educators

Vintage Music from Overtones

Summer 2019

In This Issue
“Coronation”
arr. Elder

As you will have read in John Behnke’s article on the his-

“Adagio”
Corelli-Groves

tory of AGEHR Music Publishing (page 28), some of the
first pieces written for handbells was included in the
pages of Overtones.
In his article, John included the very first piece published
in the January 1956 issue. We include in this issue’s Tips
& Tools two additional pieces for your enjoyment. The
first is “Coronation,” arr. Elder, for three octaves from the
March 1968 issue, and the second is “Adagio,” CorelliGroves, also for three octaves, from the January 1968 issue.

To download printable copies and to find additional
Tips & Tools material, visit the Overtones Online Edition
at www.HandbellMembers.org

Permission granted to
make copies for choir
or classroom use.
Must be a current
member of Handbell
Musicians of America
and may not transfer usage rights to a
non-member without
permission.
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From the March 1968 Issue
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Copyright ©2018 - Kathleen Wissinger • Permission granted to make copies for choir or classroom use.
Must be a current member of Handbell Musicians of America and may not transfer usage rights to a non-member without permission.
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From the January 1968 Issue

To download printable copies and to find additional
Tips & Tools material, visit the Overtones Online Edition
at www.HandbellMembers.org
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Honorary Life...
Continued from page 14

Benefits to Recipients
1. Honorary Life members shall continue to be recognized by
Handbell Musicians of America for the significance of their
contributions to handbell ringing.
2. Honorary Life members shall be exempt from annual
membership dues.
3. Honorary Life members shall have full membership privileges.
4. Honorary Life members will receive a 50% reduction of
the general registration fee for the National Seminar and
50% of their share of a double-occupancy room when not
included in the registration.

Selection Process
1. The chair of the Honorary Life Committee shall be appointed by the national board of directors of Handbell
Musicians of America.
2. The Honorary Life Committee shall be an anonymous
committee comprised of five people in addition to the
chair who are appointed by the national board of directors.
Committee members should be chosen from five different
Areas of the Guild. If an Honorary Life committee member is nominated, the Honorary Life chair will keep this
information confidential and contact the national board of
directors.
3. Any member of Handbell Musicians of America may
nominate persons to be considered for this award. Supporting materials, resumes, and letters of recommendation
must be included with the nomination.
4. In each year that nominations are invited, the selection criteria
and current roster of award recipients shall be printed in Overtones, posted on the HMA website, and sent to all Areas.
5. The Honorary Life Committee will screen candidates based
on the selection criteria. It will be the responsibility of the
committee to select candidates who have either a balance
of service between the two categories (but not necessarily
equal) or who have overwhelming service in one.
6. Initially, the committee members shall remain anonymous
to each other and communicate only through the chair
to prepare a list of candidates. The final meeting of the
committee will be via conference call and all members will
be known to one another. At that time, candidates will be
discussed and a final recommendation will be approved.
7. Following the approval of the board, the Honorary Life
committee chair will immediately contact the recipients by
telephone and report to the board.
8. Those being granted Honorary Life Membership will be
featured in the next available issue of Overtones, posted on
the website, and will be introduced at the National Seminar of the same year.
9. All correspondence concerning nominees and candidates
will be destroyed following the vote of the board.
10. There shall be no more than 20 (twenty) living Honorary
Life members.

Handbell Musicians of America
Honorary Life Recipients
1963

Frederick Sharpe*

1965

Bessie Erb*
Helen Runkle

1967

Robert Hieber*
Dr. Marvin Reecher*

1974

Richard Litterst*

1978

Elizabeth Bradford*
Ellen Jane Lorenz*

1980

Willard Markey*

1982

Donald E. Allured*

1984

Mary McCleary
W.D. McKeehan*

1986

Betty Garee*
Robert A. Ivey

1988

Mary Kettlehut*
Ronald Schink*

1990

Andrew L. Flanagan*
James V. Salzwedel

1992

Everett Jay Hilty*

1994

Larry Fink*
Jacob Malta*

1996

David R. Davidson*
Doris Watson

1998

Jacques Kearns*
Margaret Shurcliff*

(posthumously)

2001

Michael R. Keller
Martha Lynn Thompson

2003

Ginny Fleming*
Marilyn Hines

2005

William Payn

2008

William Griffin
Karen Leonard

2011

D. Linda McKechnie
David L. Weck

2014

Deborah Rice
Valerie Stephenson

2017

Louise Frier
Joan Shull

*Indicates member is deceased
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I’m IN because

I RING

IN = OWNERSHIP

What it means to be
“IN”

In other words as a
member, YOU are
an OWNER in this
organization

CONNECTED to the
handbell community

YOUR Action Steps

In PARTNERSHIP with
other handbell musicians

PARTICIPATING in
events and opportunities

NURTURED through
education and resources

Assuming
RESPONSIBILITY for
our mission
CONTRIBUTING to
support growth

By choosing to be ‘IN’ you are helping to build a foundation for continued growth. Choosing to be “IN” ensures
the organization’s continued success. Watch for more ways
to be “IN.”
Pledge to be IN today
Download a form at
handbellmusicians.org/docs/pledgeform.pdf
O V E R T O N E S
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or make a contribution now at
handbellmusicians.org/grants-giving/giving/

As an Owner,
Our Motto is
Your Motto…
UNITING
PEOPLE
through a Musical
Art

Current Sustaining Partner
Roster
Cynthia Curtis
Beth Ann Edwards
Jill Fite
Pam (P.L.) Grove
Stanley Guinn
Nicholas Hanson
Jeanne Jessup
Jacqueline Kerschbaum
Linda Krantz
Rena Leatherman

As an Owner,
Our Mission is
Your Mission…
Handbell Musicians
of America is
dedicated to
ADVANCING the
musical art of
handbell/handchime
ringing through
EDUCATION,
COMMUNITY, and
COMMUNICATION.

Leslie Lewis
Bill and Carolynne Mathis
Linda McKechnie
Joyce Miller
Linda Minnotte
John Pfeiffer
Susan Schultz
Wilson Van Tine
Jessica Westgard Larson

Become a Sustaining Partner
Upgrade your membership to the level of Sustaining
Partner, and you will play an important role in ensuring
the future of Handbell Musicians of America.
Sustaining Partners receive the following benefits:
• All standard benefits of regular membership

As an Owner,
Our Vision is
Your Vision…
Uniting people to
create a DIVERSE
COMMUNITY in
which handbell
musicians of
every skill level
realize their full
POTENTIAL
through a musically
respected art form.

• Prominent recognition in each issue of Overtones,
national event programs, on our website, and in
person at national events and others where board
members are present
• Unlimited access to the Virtual Bell Academy
• 10% discount of registration for national events for
the individual member
• Dedicated contact e-mail address and phone number to the national office
• Private social meeting opportunities with national
board members at events

To learn more about the Sustaining Partner
membership option, visit
handbellmusicians.org/sustaining-partner
All gifts are tax deductible.
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handbells in EDUCATION
Coordinated by Kathleen Wissinger

Syncopation Safari
Helping Your Ringers Tackle Syncopated Rhythms
by Kathleen Wissinger

Known for her clear directing, methodical teaching
style, positive interactions
with ringers, and engaging
compositions, Kath teaches
and directs at conferences,
festivals, National Seminars, and International
Symposia. Celebrating
her 15th year teaching
handbell classes to 4th-8th
grade students at Redeemer
Classical School (Harrisonburg, Va.), she also
directs MOSAIC Handbell
Ensemble (a community
group) and Gloria Dei (an
adult church group).
Her compositions (150+)
span a wide range of
levels, ranges, and genres.
She founded ringTrue
Handbell Music publishing
company in 2015 to allow
for more creative freedom.
Her recently released teaching method “Square One”
(RE3013R) was developed
in the classroom—with setup hints, lesson plans, intro
exercises, practice pieces,
focused etudes, assessment
sheets, and more.
Kath chairs the CHIME
Loan program for Area 3
and served on the Board
for eight years. She is often
called on to mentor new
groups, new ringers, and
new events.
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Picture this: You’re playing a cakewalk piece
(cue birds chirping happily) with regular rhythms,
nice even quarter and half notes and rests at predictable spots. Turn the page; (cue the “Mordor”
theme) the B section looks like a dark, dank jungle
of tangled ties draped from note to note, single
eighth notes flitting here and there, and quarter
notes randomly plopped in the middle of beats.
How do you wade through this perplexing thicket
of unusual rhythms and come out the other side?
This is such a common challenge for ringers, I
often teach a class at events called “Syncopation
Anxiety.” Here are some tips from this class to help
your ringers boldly stalk through the undergrowth.
Singing syncopated rhythms comes naturally to
us. Children’s songs and contemporary Christian
and modern pop songs are often highly syncopated with melodies joined to the rhyming, rhythmic
lyrics. Easily done as the singer is in charge of all
notes. These tunes are learned by ear with just a
little repetition. However if each singer had only
one or two words, or better yet one or two syllables, to sing, it would become much more challenging to learn. Take away the words themselves
and assign only scattered notes in the rhythm: you
might have laughable chaos.
So it is with ringing: not the laughable chaos
part (I hope) but the challenging part. Ringers
play bits and pieces of the whole and need to
decode and interpret syncopated patterns so they
can confidently play their scattered notes with
everyone else’s as smoothly as if they were singing a nursery rhyme. This seems complicated at
first, but it’s really straightforward if you work
backwards. I like to completely simplify the tricky
pattern, working our way step-by-step toward the
final syncopated pattern. Even with a syncopated
chordal pattern that can be taught by rote, this deconstructive approach helps ringers play accurately,
because in some pieces not every ringer plays the
same part or pattern in every chord.
The pattern found in Line B1* is what ringers will see in their score—a cluster of ties, single
eighths and an oddly-placed quarter note crossing
over beat 4. If you asked them to all play it in

a quick run-through, the odds are most ringers would miss some notes, not knowing exactly
which beats to play. If you taught this particular
pattern by rote, they would get it, no doubt, and
if it’s a single-line melody, the ringers involved
could learn the rhythm and coordinate themselves
by singing the line (using mnemonics, as shown,
if there are not already lyrics attached to the line
“B2”).
In fact, this is a valuable skill for ringers when
cueing off each other and making a melodic
line breathe. But if the rhythm pops up again
and again involving many ringers at a time with
variations, different keys, and multiple voices, the
ringers might be easily disoriented. Let’s map these
patterns out ahead of time so they don’t get lost.

Unison Exercises: Simple to Complex
In most cases, we are ahead of ourselves and
need to “start from the very beginning” to give
ringers a strong foundation to work from. Before
opening the score, I run ringers through a series
of unison exercises, so when they open the music,
they can recognize their parts: how the pattern
works, what it feels and sounds like, and how to
play any note in any random part of the pattern.
First, break all syncopated sections into their
smallest common component—in this case, an
eighth note (A1). (If a piece contained 16th notes,
I would put these only in the beats they occur
in.) You could start with all eighth notes, but
since there are already some “comfortable” quarter
notes occupying their own full beats, use these
as anchors in the measures. They do not change
throughout the process. You can use a single-line
staff, a five-line staff (as shown) or just note-head
rhythms written out. I like to use a white board to
draw these examples step-by-step, erasing and adding features as we work through the rhythm, but
you could use paper copies as well.
In “A1”, note that Beat 2’s 8th notes are separated from Beat 3’s to make sure Beat 3 is very
clearly seen, since it is the secondary stress in the
measure (the 1st being beat 1: 1-2-3-4). Beat 4’s
8th notes are beamed with Beat 3’s, since those 2
beats work together on the backend of the mea-
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To finish the rhythm, add a tie from the “and” of Beat 3 to Beat 4 (A3) in the first
measure. Tap and count this added tie a few times: 1 2+ (3)+ (4)+, 1 2+ (3)+ O4.VRemind
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handbells in WORSHIP
Coordinated by Sondra Tucker

Your Church Choirs
To Festival or Not to Festival
by Martin Morley

Martin Morley has enjoyed
a multifaceted career as a
pianist, church musician,
music therapist, teacher,
handbell clinician, and
massed ringing conductor.
As a pianist, he has performed in twenty-six states
and Canada and has appeared as a concerto soloist
with orchestras in Kansas,
Texas, and California. As a
handbell clinician, Martin
Morley is an experienced
teacher, conductor, and
adjudicator. A past chair
of HMA Area 9 (Texas
and Oklahoma), Martin
was a member of the Dallas Handbell Ensemble
for eleven years under the
direction of David R. Davidson, so is familiar with
challenges on both sides of
the handbell tables. Martin
has been handbell clinician
at week-long events at
Mo-Ranch, Texas; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and
Montreat, North Carolina;
he has taught at events
sponsored by the Handbell
Musicians of America
across the country, from
Buffalo to San Diego. Currently serving as Director
of Worship and Music at
Our Savior’s Lutheran
Church in Lafayette, California, Martin continues
his work as a pianist,
teacher, and handbell clinician/massed conductor.
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At handbell festivals, most choirs represent
a church, unless the festival is specifically targeted to another type of group. Attendance at
festivals offers many benefits to the choir and to
the church in which they ring. What are those
benefits? First, let’s look at the “nuts and bolts” of
festival attendance; here are some things to consider when a festival opportunity shows up.

Why Don’t People Go to Festivals?
The most common concerns are location, time,
and money. And these are all valid concerns.
When an event is further away, it can be more
expensive in terms of travel costs, particularly if
there’s an overnight stay involved. Fortunately,
there are many one-day festivals that offer great
value, and are the perfect way to introduce ringers to this type of experience. How do you find
out about these events? The best way is to be a
member of HMA. Go to the Handbell Musicians
of America website, click on “Events and Networking” (actually, it’s not even necessary to be a
member to do this), and you’ll find a lot of possibilities. Sometimes Area newsletters list events,
particularly one-day events, that are not submitted to the national list, so be sure to check your
Area newsletter. Sometimes a local community
choir will offer a training event. A one-day experience might be just the thing to ease your group(s)
into a festival frame of mind.
So, say you have found a local, one-day event.
If your group has not had any experience with
festivals, it may be a hard sell to convince them
to put aside an entire day for such an activity.
On the other hand, consider the possibility that
the young parents in your group would LOVE
to have a day for themselves—it’s like a “spa day”
holding bells in your hands. Those who are caregivers, those who have stressful jobs—really, all of
us—need a spa day once in a while; so why not
sell it that way to your ringers? The “churchy” way
to look at this is the concept of Sabbath—a day
to refresh and renew yourself in loving company.
Planning well in advance gives everyone a chance
to make arrangements for other responsibilities to

be taken care of, and provides an opportunity to
relish the anticipation of a day off from the usual
grind.
Let’s talk money. Where does the money for
festival registration, and if applicable, lodging,
come from? Sometimes ringers pay their own
way; if this is the way to go for your group, it
is a good idea to find some funds in the church
budget to provide a bit of scholarship money for
those who might not be able to afford to go otherwise. An alternative is to invite ringers who can
afford it to give a bit extra to provide scholarship
money; sometimes when ringers are motivated to
want the entire group there, some will give a little
more to make sure it’s possible. There are a variety
of fundraising activities (that’s a separate article)
and you can often find someone in the congregation who’d be willing to match funds to double
whatever you raise.
Some choirs’ attendance costs are partially or
completely subsidized by their church. If you can
build it into the coming year’s budget, that’s great.
Most common, in my experience, is an arrangement where the church pays the registration fees
and ringers are responsible for other costs. If your
church hasn’t contributed toward this sort of
thing in the past, you will need to be a persuasive
salesperson for the idea. So let’s look at some talking points you can use as we discuss the benefits
of attending a festival. These are good things to
share with the church “powers that be” as well as
with undecided ringers.

What Do People Get Out of
Festivals?
As mentioned before, it can be a welcome “spa
day” for those who love ringing and need to get
away from it all for awhile. There’s real value in
that.
You learn a lot of usable repertoire. Most festival organizers choose music that is appropriate
for the targeted attendees, which will most often
be church groups unless the festival is specifically
designated otherwise. So buying the music you
need for the festival can be expensive, but is a

financial investment in music that can be used throughout the
year, either before or after the event.
Being with other choirs has many benefits. You can learn
a lot from observing how other people do things—everything
from their ringing technique to their outfits. One of the greatest things about a festival is that there are (nearly always) some
groups more accomplished than yours and some groups less accomplished than yours. It feels great to know you fall between
the extremes and are all there to learn together. And making
music together creates friendships with members of other
choirs that can be life-changing. I’ve met some very dear friends
through handbell events.
Working with another director is always a good thing, no
matter how accomplished the “home” director might be. A
guest director 1) has new ideas; 2) has ideas already given by
the home director, but said in a different way that just sticks
with ringers this time around; and 3) has a different conducting
style you can learn from, whether you like the style or not.
If the festival offers classes, it’s a great idea for members of
your group to split up and go to as many as possible, then share
what they learned. Some festival classes are specifically geared to
creative ways to use bells in worship; this is a must for church
choirs. I once found out, after the fact, that a couple of my
ringers skipped the classes to go shoe shopping. Don’t get me
started.
The learning curve at a festival can be steep but it’s exhilarating to be assimilating all that information (and to achieve maximum benefit, it’s always good for your choir to have a “debriefing” at the next rehearsal to share and evaluate the experience).
This debriefing can also happen directly after the festival over
margaritas … but that, too, is a separate article.
All this learning benefits the choir, and also benefits the
church they represent. Worship is more powerful when the musicians are best able to express the music in a way that enhances
the worship experience. If your choir plays gigs outside the
church, festival attendance definitely strengthens this ministry.
But possibly the most important benefit is the group bonding
that happens. Whenever a group goes on a field trip, mission
trip, or any kind of offsite project, this wonderful bonding occurs that doesn’t seem to happen any other way. Festivals can be
that kind of experience for handbell ringers. Churches always
benefit from having smaller church families within the larger
church family. Choirs, including bell choirs, can be this type of
family, and a festival experience strengthens those bonds within
the church.
Spa day, educational event, bonding opportunity, greater
musical expertise, church family growth—when my choirs have
attended festivals, they’ve always found that it’s worth the time
and expense. A successful one-day experience whets the appetite
for more—either more one-day experiences, or events up to a
week long. HMA has always promoted “uniting people through
a musical art.” Take a look at events coming up in your neck of
the woods and consider the significant benefits of uniting and
learning with others in a festival experience.

From the President’s Pen...
Continued from page 4

• Increases hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills
• Increases auditory attention and more fine-tuned auditory
skills
• Develops spatial intelligence, which allows individuals to
perceive the world accurately and form mental pictures;
spatial intelligence is important in advanced mathematics
• Helps develop the whole brain, which fosters a positive
attitude towards learning, curiosity, creativity, and thinking
outside of the box
• Contributes to emotional development; students of music
are more emotionally developed, have more empathy
towards others, have higher self-esteem, and are better at
coping with anxiety
• Helps soothe, relax, and fight stress
• Gives individuals a sense of achievement
• Keeps kids engaged in school; an enjoyable subject like
music gives students a reason to go to school, where they
are more likely to do well in their other subjects
• Shapes an individual’s ability and character; strong character means individuals are more likely to be strong/positive
contributors to society
• Teaches discipline through practicing an instrument
• Builds positive teamwork ideology; individuals learn to
develop social skills that are not focused on winners and
losers, but on creation
• Teaches responsible risk-taking; musical performance helps
individuals overcome fear and build self-confidence
• Teaches communication; music is communication, and
students are learning communication techniques
So once we’re convinced that music is a benefit, then why
music using handbells? Because no other instrument better
captures the elements of music on a physical level. And no
other instrument teaches the elements of teamwork in a more
dynamic way.
Music education is important because it assists the learning
process in a fun and creative way. Handbells in music education
have the power to be not just a great musical tool, but also to
build positive self-esteem and community. That’s why handbells
in music education.
Credits: This article quotes information from articles online
at The Stage by Georgia Snow, an article online at ClassicFM.
com by Elizabeth Davis, and an article on NAFME.org (originally on the Bachelors Degree website).

		 P.L. Grove
		plgrove@handbellmusicians.org
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John Behnke takes a look at mus
publishing from its beginnings in

Overtones until now.
by

INTRODUCTION

Dr. John A. Behnke

Some easy puzzles have just 100 pieces. Some
which are much more difficult have 1000 or
more. I’m not sure how many puzzle pieces there
are in the history of AGEHR Publishing, because
I don’t think they have all been discovered, but I
do know that AGEHR Publishing currently has
exactly 700 published pieces in its current catalog.
I want to share a big thank you to the many kind
souls—and you know who you are—that despite
their fuzzy memories rendered important puzzle
pieces to this fascinating AGEHR Publishing history collage.

THE EXPOSITION
The beginning of AGEHR publishing begins
in January, 1956—Volume 2, No. 1 which had
the first appearance of music in Overtones. Two
pieces, one of 16 measures on one staff, and a
second that was 20 measures in length written on
two staves. These pieces were from Penny Hume
and Mary Lou Milliron, both 7th graders from the
First Presbyterian Church in Youngstown, Ohio
(see Fig. A). From Overtones it read, “Realizing
how valuable this is to the future of bell music,
the editors of Overtones invited Mr. Chester E.
O V E R T O N E S
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Morach (from First Presbyterian, Youngstown,
Ohio) to send them some original compositions.”
Thus begins the publishing of Guild music. In
an article entitled ‘The Future’ from the May,
1958 Overtones, Dr. Wendell Westcott “advocated
using traditional notation for handbell music.
He mentions that in his college handbell choir,
two ringers read off the same score, the players’
notes marked in red and black. He also challenges
directors to write better quality music for handbells.” Fifty years later it is clear that Dr. Westcott’s wishes have come true.
There was a pause in publishing within Overtones until the July–Sept. 1963 issue when two
handwritten pieces by Istvan Gladics appeared.
They are listed as samples of Gladics’ work.
After that, music would appear sporadically in
Overtones, all without a copyright, thus allowing
people to use the music if they wished, without
charge. Some of these included
• July–September 1964; “German Dance,”
Beethoven, arr. Frederic Fay
• October 1964; Three more pieces appeared, one of which was an “Aria” by
Kuhnau/Steward that had a Handbells
Needed chart

•

March 1966; an arrangement of “The Day of Resurrection,” arr. by Ransom
• May 1966 An arrangement of “For All the Saints”
also by Ransom
• November 1966; Two arrangements: “Kling, Glocken,
Kling” by Mary McCleary, and “To God Be Glory
Evermore” by Doris Watson
See this month’s Tips & Tools on page 17 for reprints of
additional music published in early issues of Overtones. In
an open letter to the membership in 1968, chairman of the
music committee James Groves solicited manuscripts through
Overtones. He says, “we (the music committee) had thought
to concentrate on music for 3 octaves of original compositions, hymn and religious arrangements, classic arrangements,
and novelty arrangements. How does this sound? Would you
like music for 2 octaves or some for more than 3 octaves?”
By January 1970 the back page of Overtones advertised
fourteen pieces, 11 of which were used for the summer
National Festival in Grove City, Pennsylvania. Each title cost
just 30 cents! Can you imagine? (See Fig. B)

THE DEVELOPMENT
1980 to 1994 was the Era of the Flanagans. Andrew
Flanagan became the first executive director of AGEHR and
Helen Flanagan was its Overtones editor. She handled the
music selection and editing, while Andy took care of membership and events. After music was selected, it was sent to
Victor Gumma, who owned Crescendo Publications, for
engraving, printing, and distribution.
1981 was a monumental year for AGEHR Publishing as a
distribution agreement was signed with the Lorenz Corporation. Signatories were AGEHR President Mary McCleary,
President-Elect David Davidson, and Geoff Lorenz, President
of Lorenz. This agreement made AGEHR Publishing a true
business in the handbell market, as the Lorenz Corporation
was already a well-established music publisher.
During the period from 1981 to 1991, there remained
a music committee with an appointed volunteer chair. The
music publishing chair appointed an anonymous committee
that evaluated manuscripts and sent their evaluations to the
chair who would then make the decision to publish or not to
publish.
The chosen pieces were then sent to Helen Flanagan in the
Dayton office. After Helen would edit the music, she would
then send it to Victor Gumma for engraving, before it was
sent to Lorenz for printing and distribution.
The volunteer music committee chairs that could be discovered were:
• James Groves
• Glenn Shields Daun
• Lynn Baumann
• William Mathis, 1981-1985
• Don Allured, 1987-1989
• Beth Watson Judd , 1989-1991

Fig. A: First music published in Overtones, Jan. 1956

Fig. B: Back page ad for AGEHR music, Jan. 1970
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William Griffin,
Music Editor from 1991–2003
Bill Griffin was hired as AGEHR’s first music editor in
1991. He had a long and successful tenure from 1991 to 2003,
during which he built a catalog of high quality handbell music.
He worked to provide repertoire for music education with
books and music by Kirtsy Mitchell and Michael Keller. He
worked with the very successful
composing duo of Janet Linker and
Jane McFadden from Columbus,
Ohio, who wrote many very popular handbell and organ arrangements. Michael Helman’s music
began to be published during this
period and it was very well received then, as it is even now. The
Symphonic Handbells of Columbus, Ohio. directed by Bill Griffin,
made the first promotional cassette
tapes of AGEHR music. In early
2000, cassette tapes were phased
out as compact discs (CDs), became the new promotional choice.

Dr. John A. Behnke,
Music Editor from 2003–
2019

the catalog such as Robert James Lamb, Cathy Marker, Susan
Carl, Brian Seemann, Linda Boice, Brian J. Heinlein, Deborah
Holden-Holloway, Mitchell Eithun, Joy Toll-Chandler, Phoebe
T. T. Yeung, Jill Fedon, Kyler Brengle, Erik Whitehill, Elizabeth
Peters, Jana Larson, Derek Hakes, Joshua Kramer, Gloria Axelson, Catherine McMichael, Sandy Mullaney, Lauran Delancy,
Robert Boulware, Robyn Tyrrell, Robin Benton, William
Moats, Mark Jonathan Schiffert,
Neil Harmon, Graeme Morton,
Lee Barrow, Miervaldis Ziemelis,
Lori Hope Baumel, Emily Li,
Tyleen Stults, and Kevin Ko.
Even though AGEHR was a
small publisher, there were many
innovations during this period
such as enhanced promotional
CDs that also contained PDFs of
the music. There were Powerpoint
DVD presentations that accompany Nancy Hascall’s “Andromeda”
and Michael Helman’s “Prayer
for Peace.” There was music for
handbells and orchestra with John
Behnke’s “Hark! Christmas Bells,”
“What Child is This?” and “In
Dulci Jubilo.” There was also a series of highly popular reproducible
books by Martha Lynn Thompson:
Tunes That Teach, Multicultural
Tunes That Teach, Tunes That Teach
II, and Classic Tunes that Teach.

I interviewed for the editor’s job
in the Spring of 2003 at the AGEHR
office in Dayton, Ohio. The interview committee consisted of president Beth Watson Judd, executive
THE CODA
director Jane Mary Tenhover, and
On a personal note, I wish to
Lorenz president Larry Pugh. This
thank Arnold Sherman and Martha
committee interviewed three candiLynn Thompson for being wondates. I was selected and began work
derful mentors and friends. Also
soon after that, exhibiting in July at
thanks to all the folks that served
the Hartford, Connecticut, National
on the music selection committee
Festival. As you can well imagine,
over the years, as well as The Allethere were anxious moments, but
luia Ringers of Concordia Univerin the end, Guild members were
sity Wisconsin and the Milwaukee
very understanding and kind. It was
Letter in the March 1968 issue of Overtones seeking music
Handbell Ensemble who recorded
to publish
indeed true that handbell people are
the promotional CDs during this
the nicest people in the world.
period. And thanks to J.R. Smith
I too had an anonymous music
who constructed the annual promotional booklets and designed
selection committee that would evaluate manuscripts. After
the many beautiful AGEHR music covers that we have enjoyed
their evaluation, it was then my job to choose the right variety
over the years. And thanks to executive directors Jane Mary Tenof each type of music to publish for our diverse membership:
hover (now deceased) and Jenny Cauhorn for the opportunity to
music for small and large groups, music for beginning and
serve HMA in this capacity. It has truly been a labor of love. And
advanced groups, and music for churches and schools.
finally, thanks to the membership of the Handbell Musicians of
At present, AGEHR Publishing has exactly 700 published
America that purchased and played AGEHR music.
pieces in its catalog. All are available and will remain available
Even though the national board has decided to stop publishthrough our distributor, the Lorenz Corporation. New composing, fear not! The already-published AGEHR music will remain
ers of this period from 2003 to 2019 include Michael Mazzatavailable for purchase through our distributor, The Lorenz
enta who has won many Area composition contests. And there
Corporation, and of course from your favorite music retailer.
were many first-time AGEHR published composers added to
Keep those bells and chimes ringing!
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handbell musicians ROUNDTABLE
Coordinated by Stephanie Wiltse

Building Closer Bonds Part 2
How Handbell Ensembles Become Stronger Teams
Anyone who has rung bells for any length of time knows that it’s a team sport. Obviously this is true in the making
of music as an ensemble, but it goes deeper than that. As groups pray together, eat together, laugh together, share funny
experiences, and shed tears together, they become closer, and one could argue that the stronger the sense of fellowship, the
deeper the music-making. We had so many insightful responses that we were able to extend the subject into a sequel.
This Month’s Participants
Stevie Berryman lives in Houston, Texas,
and is artistic director of Houston Chamber
Ringers. She is also directs handbells at First
Congregational UCC in Houston.
Debbie Fingas is the minister of music at
Trinity United Church in Cobourg, Ontario,
Canada. She holds a Bachelor of Music
and a Doctor of Ministry degree from the
University of Toronto and a Master of Arts
in Church Music from Trinity Lutheran Seminary in Columbus, Ohio.
Tammera Missel lives in Smithfield, Virginia,
and has been involved in handbells for most
of her life. She is taking a break from directing to work on her master’s degree in music
and worship studies. She is a member of
Virginia Handbell Consort, a community auditioned choir
in Hampton Roads, Virginia.
April Murphy of Chelsea, Michigan, is an
elementary music educator for the Northville Public schools in southeastern Michigan. She has directed both youth and adult
handbell ensembles, and rang with the
Detroit Handbell Ensemble.
Gina Marie Williams is the director of
music at St. Luke Lutheran Church in Gales
Ferry, Connecticut, where she conducts five
handbell choirs, vocal choir, and a contemporary praise band. She studied music
education at the University of Michigan and is a former
professional flutist and concert band conductor who also
performs on clarinet, oboe, bassoon, and saxophone.

Please tell me a little about your group: Church or community; how many members; how often you rehearse,
your role in the group, and anything else you’d like to
share.
STEVIE: Houston Chamber Ringers is an auditioned community ensemble. We rehearse once a week for two hours. I am
the Ringmaster of this circus.
DEBBIE: I’m the director of a church choir of nine members
ages 13–80. We rehearse once a week for one and a half hours.
TAMMERA: My choir is a church choir, in small town Virginia. We have approximately six members (at one point we were
bigger, but health problems led to older adults stepping down,
and life with young children for the others) and are looking for
new ringers. I am the director, as well as ringer when needed, and
love teaching them new techniques. I have enjoyed learning about
small ensemble ringing and teaching what I am learning to my
choir. I am still learning how to pick pieces of music that are the
appropriate difficulty level. We have everything from new ringers
to ringers that have been a part of the group for many years. My
ringers that are more experienced are willing to help new ringers.
I ring with Virginia Handbell Consort and I am always taking
the things that I learn through my experiences with them, along
with assisting Area 3 with festivals in the Hampton Roads area,
to bring this knowledge back to my choir and other ringers in the
area.
APRIL: While I am currently not ringing in a group, my
experience includes both beginning and advanced church groups,
as well as ringing in the Detroit Handbell Ensemble.
GINA: I direct four church groups and one community
group. At church we have 44 ringers and each group rehearses
weekly September through mid-June. Rockin’ Ringers is our community group of 13 and we only play rock/pop music and do not
play for church services, obviously! I am ringer/director for this
group.

Editor’s Note: Opinions in the Handbell Musicians Roundtable are
those of the participants and do not necessarily reflect the opinions
of Handbell Musicians of America, its staff, or its board of directors.
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Naturally every group develops a sense of camaraderie
through the simple fact of rehearsing together each
week. What else happens during regular rehearsal to help
bring people closer together, or is there simply not time
for anything else?
DEBBIE: The nature of the instrument both builds and demonstrates community.
• We use a team to ring: one instrument, many people
• We miss someone when they are absent in a greater way to
another type of group
• Responsibility and ownership of the group: lots of equipment to set up, move, take down
• Sharing and helping (with bell part) finding solutions to
bell issues leads to other sharing and helping
• In worship, the bell choir demonstrates to the church an
example of what it is like to act in community
• Coming forward from the congregation to ring makes the
congregation feel like they are represented in the music
making
Ideally, in making music together, we are building koinonia between the members of the handbell choir, between the members
of the handbell choir, and the rest of the church and between the
church and the world. Together we are building the community
of God.
We build relationship within group members through shared
music making, working together, and caring for one another.
We join in relationship with other members of the congregation when we help them encounter God in worship and show
support by ringing at funerals. We form partnerships with other
churches by ringing in other churches that do not have handbell
or music programs and combining handbell choirs at massed
ringing events and concerts.
We build relationship with the greater community through
participation in community concerts and fundraisers, ringing in
Nursing homes, Hospitals, or at Club functions.
Do you have an opening prayer or devotion? Is this led by
different people in the group?
DEBBIE: I prepare a devotion for my handbell choir. My vocal choir rotates who volunteers to lead the devotion. I don’t have
a preference; it’s just the pattern we have developed. A devotional
time is very important. This time sets the tone of the rehearsal.
Ringers are entering rehearsal from the busy-ness of their lives,
and taking time to re-orient themselves to the purpose of the
rehearsal gives them more of a chance to focus technically and
spiritually.
Sometimes the devotion is from a devotion book or I might
use the text of a hymn tune that we are ringing, or a scripture
associated with a piece we are working on. This can be particularly effective in changing the way that they ring a piece. Sometimes we do a “chat and chew.” For a “chat and chew” I bring in
chocolate or a treat to share. Each person is passed the treat and
takes some. At this point they can either just pass the treat onto
the next person or share a joy or concern with the group. At the
end we say a prayer together that incorporates what each person
has shared.
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TAMMERA: We have not established an opening prayer or
devotion yet. I have been slowly changing things, but a lot of my
group is shy to speak or pray.
APRIL: In a church group a regular prayer time, or time to
share prayer requests, is needed to connect the ringers to one
another as well as get back to the mission of the group, which is
to serve. If the function and purpose of the group is religious in
nature, this regular time of prayer or sharing can help to deepen
the group’s relationships. If the group is not a religious group, a
regular snack or break time can be more like a “check-in” time
to help communicate members’ needs or concerns. If someone is
having surgery or lost a loved one, it can be helpful for the group
to know that, and be understanding.
GINA: Only our church groups open in prayer. I ask for any
special requests/thanksgiving. I then ask someone to pray, but
most just look at the floor—”Don’t look at me!”
Do you do warmups to get people loosened up and ready
to focus together?
STEVIE: We often play games or do specific warm ups that
will tie in with a skill we are working on that week.
DEBBIE: After the devotional time, the first 20 minutes of
rehearsal are used for skill building. If I have a group of new readers, I teach reading music and rhythms and we do exercises. For
my more advanced groups we work on sight-reading or a specific
handbell technique (weaving exercises, etc.). Often I choose what
we are learning based on the requirements of the music we are
ringing.
TAMMERA: We do stretches to ensure hands, arms, and
wrists are loosened up and less prone to injury. I will also take
easier parts of music to use for warmup.
APRIL: If you do a warm-up it works far better if it is connected to the goals or objectives of that specific rehearsal. Unless
you’re a few weeks out from a concert, you should never be running music top to bottom, one song to the next. Use that warm
up time to practice specific skills or passages that will move the
group towards greater musical success. Transitioning from work
to ringing can be a huge shift; stretching as a group helps me
become more centered.
GINA: We never do warm ups.
Do you take time for sharing pastoral concerns?
DEBBIE: This would be covered under the “chat and chew”.
Also, we have a designated “sunshine person” that is in charge of
sending cards to members of the group when needed, checking
in on someone who has been sick, and being a liaison with the
church’s pastoral care committee.
TAMMERA: Yes, we end our rehearsals with sharing of joys
and concerns. I will also utilize this time to update the choir on
concerns if a ringer is out for specific reasons (recently, a ringer
whose husband is enduring chemo treatments), or other updates
about church members.
APRIL: I like to save this for a break time away from the bell
tables, during a snack time. It is necessary for people to get to know
each other and support each other beyond the ringing table.
GINA: We do not.

Do you have an announcement time to keep people
informed on various details?
STEVIE: Absolutely. We always have lots going on, and announcements are critical not just for conveying information, but
for everyone to feel part of the group.
DEBBIE: I write announcements on the board and we discuss
them at the beginning of the rehearsal. I also send out information in emails.
TAMMERA: I will try to do updates at the beginning of
rehearsal, unless someone is running late. I also follow up with
emails.
APRIL: Have I mentioned food? Truly, people need food
and water. And we often don’t take this into consideration. If we
are taking a break to talk about logistics or concerns, please pass
around the candy or granola bars! I am not kidding. Our brains
work better, we can focus more clearly, are more patient, if we
feed the ringers. Food also creates a shared community feel, and a
quick sign up email to stock the food shelf helps people feel like
they are a contributing member of the group. Adults are really
just older youth, and we always feed the youth!
GINA: Not really, however, generally at the beginning of
rehearsal I give reminders, and if they are scheduled for Sunday
worship, I remind them at the end of rehearsal.
Do you have a break? With or without snacks?
STEVIE: We usually have a short bio-break about an hour
into rehearsal. There are frequently snacks, but there is no formal
snackification procedure.
DEBBIE: No time for break.
TAMMERA: Our rehearsals are only one to one and a half
hours, so we do not have an official break, but each section does
get a chance to relax while I work with a specific line.
APRIL: See above.
GINA: The only group that gets a break is the high school
group on Sunday since they rehearse from approximately 12:45
to 3pm, but not always! We don’t have snacks, however we take
turns bringing lunch before rehearsal to share with everyone. If
there’s food left over, they can eat it during break.
What are some ways of getting to know each other (aside
from going around the room and sharing personal details?)
STEVIE: We go around the room and share personal details.
But we also hang out together. We have retreats, parties, postconcert noms, etc.
DEBBIE: We have formal socials twice a year at Christmas
and in June. Apart from this, it is in working together that
community is built. When we fundraise together and spend a
weekend in the kitchen, people are talking and bonding over a
common goal. In traveling to festivals and off-site concerts, we
are moving gear and eating together. Being together as we work
builds the community and relationships that help us ring better
together.
TAMMERA: Since I am at a small church, many of us are
involved in other groups together. There is also a Music Ministry

Christmas Party, and at the end of the ringing year we go out to
eat at a local restaurant. (Dutch treat, budget doesn’t give me a lot
of leeway to do it on the church’s dime!)
APRIL: I would encourage any group to have a kick-off event,
holiday event, and end of year event as three minimum social
events the group can partake in. When we rehearse we need to
ring, but there needs to be time to meet and talk socially to develop relationships and trust. The closer your ringers’ friendships
and bonds to each other the more likely they are to stay and keep
ringing long term.
GINA: With Rockin’ Ringers, we go to the bar! We all know
each other pretty well. The twelve teens surprisingly all go to different
high schools so our lunch time together is where they bond the most.
Does everyone go out together after (or before) rehearsal
on a regular basis? How do you coordinate this?
STEVIE: Some do, but it’s informal. Fuzzy’s Tacos is enough
of a regular pre-rehearsal spot that Jordan, the bartender, now
knows all about handbell ringing.
TAMMERA: Unfortunately no, because we all have crazy
busy lives. Every now and then some of us might meet up for
lunch.
APRIL: Not possible for a Mom on a school night or Sunday!
I wish I could to this more, and feel it is very important, but as
a parent, regular social time must be planned in advance and it
is unlikely I can make it happen more than once a month at the
very best. It can be helpful to assign the most outgoing and often
youngest member of the group to coordinate regular social events.
Some of us (me) find planning events fun, so find your capital E
Extrovert and ask for help.
GINA: Rockin’ Ringers goes to the bar. We rehearse twice
monthly on Sunday evening from 6–7:30 so there’s time afterwards.
Do you do social get-togethers on a less frequent basis?
Do you go out, or to someone’s house, or stay in your
rehearsal venue?
STEVIE: All of the above. But Renita’s house has a pool and a
margarita machine so ….
DEBBIE: For our two formal socials each year we have them
at someone’s house.
TAMMERA: I have wanted to have a quarterly (at least to
start with) social gathering, but it’s hard to find days when people
are free.
APRIL: The most memorable and meaningful social gettogethers I have had with a bell group occurred at meal time
during our Area 5 Spring Festivals. Our church group would plan
camp-style potluck meals for our dinner and lunch during the
event. All 14+ of us would pile into a regular hotel room filled
with crockpots and coolers full of food. We would sit all over the
room eating our pulled pork sandwiches and reflect on our classes
of the day. How was the conductor doing? Which classes do we
need to be sure to hit in the afternoon? There was always a lot of
laughter. We all had our matching bell shirts, our shared meals,
and our common experience of playing the mass pieces and final
concert together. But, I think it was this potluck that made me as
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a ringer feel included and have a sense of belonging to the group.
We felt like a family.
Do you have a printed newsletter or something electronic
to keep the group connected? Do you have a Facebook
group or something similar, whether more formal, or for
fun?
STEVIE: All of our group communication now goes through
a private Facebook group. We create a group “event” for every
performance, recording session, school visit, or gig. That way all
the logistical information about each event stays contained within
that event.
DEBBIE: I am an advance planner! I have everything ready
at the beginning of the ringing year and hand out schedules and
information at that time. I also send it out via email. I send out
emails as needed for reminders or new events that might come
up.
TAMMERA: I do utilize a word document with important
dates for the whole year that includes rehearsals, moving to the
sanctuary and rehearsing in there, the Christmas Concert, Christmas Eve, dates tentatively set to play during church and services.
I also have created a Facebook group that is linked through the
church’s Facebook, our church website and mobile app. I will utilize the Facebook page to let others know what the choir is doing,
when they will hear us play, and also for other special handbell
events in the area (i.e. Raleigh Ringers, Virginia Handbell Consort, Forté performances).
GINA: Nothing formal, email/text reminders mostly. I use the
Remind app for Rockin’ Ringers. I generally have to send a text to
parents to tell them to check their emails.
Do you have ideas for team building besides the usual
bell polishing?
STEVIE: Retreats are great. Overnight retreats are greater.
Shared meals, planning, games, dream-casting: it’s great for both
personal bonding and empire building.
DEBBIE: Working together
Praying together
Worshiping together
Traveling together
Playing games together
TAMMERA: I have learned some games through Virginia
Handbell Consort (my side hobby) and through Al Reese. The
tennis ball game that Stevie Berryman taught last year at National
was really great. We have also done games with building different pyramids with cups and rubber bands, with no discussing
once the timer started. Also, having ringers standing shoulder to
shoulder playing ascending scales, getting louder or softer, and
vice versa. Or, the same concept but keeping the ringing strokes
and sound the same as the previous person.
APRIL: Festivals and day bell events can be a great way
to connect, if that is the goal. Often directors only want their
groups ringing as many minutes as possible, and lose out on great
opportunities to share meals, go out for drinks after, and enjoy
longer breaks to get to know each other. Often it is the shared
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non-ringing time together that brings great trust and connectedness to the group.
GINA: I’ve tried but everyone is so busy unfortunately especially the kids with sports ARGHHH!
When a group has been ringing together for many years,
what are some ideas for assimilating new members into
the team? Sometimes there are stories and group lore
that can make a newer person feel left out.
STEVIE: I’ve nothing to contribute; HCR is still quite young.
DEBBIE: My ringers move around the table from piece to
piece. If I have new ringers join, I make sure that they are paired
with someone at the table. Shuffling bodies helps new relationships form. Certainly creating new memories can quickly help a
new person feel included. Making sure that they are included in
activities (fundraising and ringing opportunities) is important.
TAMMERA: Luckily my choir is super welcoming, so we
have not had any issues with a new person feeling left out. In fact,
five and a half years ago I was the new person and they welcomed
me with open arms.
APRIL: This can certainly be a challenge! I feel it is reflective
of the group how welcoming and kind they are to new people, or
not. Clearly sharing common expectations can help. It is tiring to
hear “this is how we always do it” if no one ever takes the time to
share with the new member the traditions and protocols. It would
help to assign a kind mentor to the new person so they always
have someone to talk to or reach out to with questions.
Does your group attend festivals together? What are the
benefits of this type of experience? How far away is the
furthest your group has traveled to such an event?
STEVIE: We travel for concerts, but usually not more than a
couple of hours. Spending four days in Dallas to perform with the
Turtle Creek Chorale was awesome. This summer we will go to
St. Louis, and instead of staying in a hotel we are renting a large
Air BnB, which should be fun.
DEBBIE: We attend the Ontario Guild of English Handbell
Ringers festival, which is bi-annual. On the off-year we usually
attend a spring ring event somewhere else. We have been to Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Vermont. Not everyone can attend, but the
group that travels learns a lot and feels much closer connected to
the rest of the group. I haven’t noticed a problem with the relationships between those that attend and those that do not.
TAMMERA: My choir has not had the experience of attending a festival, as the budget has not allowed and not all of my
ringers can afford it.
APRIL: I love festivals!! It’s time to get away, be with friends,
ring awesome music with fantastic directors, learn from the best
teachers, and have an excuse to get a way for a few days. I have
to give a huge shout out here to Area 5, which does a festival
on Mackinac Island every three years, which is a car-free resort
island. Staying at The Grand Hotel would never have been in
my family budget, but the festival discount makes is accessible.
Getting groups to travel can be a challenge, but is worth it for the
time committed to ringing and socializing.

GINA: The adults have gone to our area festivals together
and have traveled to Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
and Maine. We are in SE Connecticut. Unfortunately, fewer and
fewer of our adults attend Festival Conference anymore. The high
school teens have participated in Spring Rings in Connecticut.
What are the challenges of being in fellowship together? I
suspect most of us would say “time.” Are there others? Is it
possible to be sensitive to introvert/extrovert personalities and still have everyone feel included?
STEVIE: Time and scheduling are permanent challenges. It’s
difficult to find a time when 100% of your group can get together
and do the thing. So do the thing anyway. And then do another
thing. And then find a different kind of thing. And then have
everyone show up to rehearsal 30 minutes early and bring tacos
just because they are awesome. If you try to schedule one big “social event” for the year you will fail, because that’s forced and will
probably be an imposition on someone. So be social in smaller
ways throughout the year.
DEBBIE: Handbells are a relational instrument. I had a ringer
leave the group because they were uncomfortable with the closeness and level of sharing within the group. They liked ringing, but
both the act of music making with bells and the culture of the
group was “too interpersonal.” Another issue is the danger of the
handbell choir becoming a silo within the church. Care should
be taken to ensure that ringers are involved in other aspects and
groups at the church and that they are ringing with a mind to
ministry to others and outreach into the community.
TAMMERA: Time is definitely a struggle. We use time before
and after rehearsal to talk to each other and I am always available
if they need someone to talk to or want to learn more. I have an
extrovert personality and am married to an introvert, so I understand both personalities fairly well. I also try to make sure that
everyone knows that we are a ministry to our church and to each
other.
APRIL: I think that is a topic for another article! I am currently not ringing anywhere because I work as a music educator
and have two young children. I don’t have time to rehearse let
alone socialize with a group. But, I would say that the groups that
have the longest retention of ringers are ones that have built a
strong social network, where people are filling both a musical and
social need by ringing in a group. If our precious time is limited,
we would rather spend time with people we like to be with, and
people who care about us.
Finally, thinking beyond the organized activities you’ve
done: what are some of the subtle or unexpected things
that have brought your group closer together. Funny
stories? Horror stories? Marriages, births, deaths, travel—
many of these shared experiences become an integral
part of what makes a group stronger together.
STEVIE: Definitely the shared horrible experiences. Unloading the trailer in a monsoon, and then having the roof leak on
you while performing. The helicopter practicing touch-and-go
during your concert. That time the director ambushed you and
made the whole group sight-read a piece during a concert.

TAMMERA: Having a ringer whose husband is going
through chemo has kept us praying together for his healing. Being a small church, we all share in each other’s trials and triumphs,
and are truly a family. They have been there for me through complications with my dad’s health and my husband deploying. We
may not get together a whole lot outside of rehearsal as a choir,
but we look out for each other. These shared experiences, and
hearing stories of years before I moved to VA, are always great.
GINA: My biggest challenge is the teens and getting everyone
involved during our lunch time together. But fortunately I have
some real outgoing teens that I’ve taken aside and asked them to
help pull in the newer and shy kids, and that has helped a lot.
And feel free to add anything that I may not have thought
to ask! Thank you so much for your participation.
TAMMERA: I have started asking my members for feedback,
especially at the end of the year going into summer. I spend time
in reflection, looking for ways to improve myself as a leader and
Christian. I also look for ways to continue to grow this wonderful ministry that God has blessed our church to have. I believe as
directors there is always something new to learn, which is when I
turn to my handbell community and ask questions. I feel so connected to people that I haven’t met yet, because of this amazing
camaraderie the handbell world has.
GINA: My youngest kids (grades 2–6) have bonded quite
well together when it comes to pointing out my errors! If I make
mistakes in conducting, giving the wrong measure number, saying
the wrong name, etc., they take great delight in putting check
marks on our white board. I let them do this as they know it’s
okay to make errors—we all do! Occasionally I’ve had to rein
them in, especially since now that I have seven boys & one girl in
my youngest group!

classified ADS

WHITECHAPEL HANDBELL REPAIR
Once again there is a place for stateside repair and refurbishment of Whitechapel English Handbells. New
technicians trained at Aten English Handbell Repair.
We pride ourselves in quality work and rapid turnaround
for all orders. Call Jared at 231-347-4540 or e-mail at
jturma@hotmail.com.
SCHULMERICH HANDBELL CASES for sale. Minor exterior scuffs and abrasions and interior imprint of bells,
consistent with normal light wear and tear. Case A, 1st octave; Case B, 2nd octave; Case C-3, bottom, 3rd octave;
Case D-3, bottom, 4th octave; Case E, upper bottom, 5th
octave; Case F, lower bottom, 5th octave. Negotiable.
Contact: nikki@villageumc.net
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events CALENDAR
GUILD SPONSORED and ENDORSED EVENTS

To be listed (space permitting), all event forms must be received in the national office at least six to twelve months in advance. The events
listed below are approved Handbell Musicians of America sponsored and endorsed events. This listing, along with website and e-mail
contact information, is also available on our website at www.HandbellMusicians.org.
DATE

AREA

EVENT

LOCATION

CLINICIAN

CONTACT

7/21, '19

8

Workshop with Timbré

Rolla,MO

Members of Timbré

Michèle Sharik
650-504-0519

8/10, '19

9

August Adventure

Houston,TX

Brenda Austin

Samuel Jackson
713-269-3584

8/17, '19

8

HAGSTL Handbell Reading Session

St. Louis,MO

Various directors from the HAGSTL Board

Dolan Bayless
979-235-9321

8/23-24, '19

3

2019 Area 3 Directors' Seminar

Gaithersburg,MD

Michael Joy, Brian Seemann

Mark Gourley
434-792-5960

9/14, '19

9

Greater Dallas Handbell Assoc. 2019 Fall Workshop

Southlake,TX

Arnold Sherman

Phyllis Wilson
214-499-4759

9/14, '19

12

Bell Jubilee

Dana Point,CA

Erik Der/Members of Cathedral Bells

Sharon Guilliams
949-842-6391

9/27-28, '19

4

Upstate Fall Festi-bell

Greenville,SC

Brian Childers, Marcia Brantley

Pam Spirko
315-382-6718

9/28, '19

4

Central Florida Ringers Workshop

Clermont,FL

Michael Glasgow

Scott Beck
269-330-2317

10/5, '19

12

Redding Handbell Festival

Redding,CA

Barbara Meinke

Nancy Schmitt
530-275-4770

10/10-13, '19

10

Coppers Classic 2019

Portland,OR

Ellie Hodder

Ellie Hodder
503-730-9311

10/12, '19

8

2019 Mid-Iowa Handbell Festival

Windsor Heights,IA

David Harris

Patrick Gagnon
641-858-7616

10/19, '19

12

2019 Pasadena Fall Fun Ring

Pasadena,CA

The artists of Timbré

Michèle Sharik
650-504-0519

11/8-9, '19

3

Capital Area Handbell Festival

Raleigh,NC

Fred Gramann

Erin Glendening
919-624-9770

3/6-7, '20

5

Area 5 Spring Festival/Conference - "Bluegrass, Bourbon &
Bells"

Louisville,KY

Michael Glasgow

Rhonda Blacklock
317-531-3743

3/27-28, '20

10

Inland Northwest Handbell Workshop

Richland,WA

Shirley Lindberg

Karalee Walker
509-539-1519

4/17-18, '20

3

Synergy 2020

Mt. Airy,MD

William Payn

Debbie Henning
410-848-5482

6/18-20, '20

8

Area 8 Festival 2020: More Than Meets the Eye

Overland Park,KS

John Behnke, Alex Guebert, Lauran Delancy

NATIONAL EVENTS
TBA

College Ring-In

Houston, TX

National Office

937-438-0085

2/27-3/1, ‘20

Distinctly Bronze East

New Bern, NC

National Office

937-438-0085

2/28-3/1, ‘20

Reaching for Bronze

New Bern, NC

National Office

937-438-0085

7/13-16, ‘20

Master Class in Conducting & Composition

Championsgate, FL

National Office

937-438-0085

7-16-20, ‘20

National Seminar

Championsgate, FL

National Office

937-438-0085

11/5-8, ‘20

Distinctly Bronze West

Portland, OR

National Office

937-438-0085

2/25-28, ‘21

Distinctly Bronze East

New Bern, NC

National Office

937-438-0085

7/13-17, ‘21

National Seminar

Phoenix, AZ

National Office

937-438-0085

7/31-8/6, ‘22

20th International Symposium

Nashville, TN

National Office

937-438-0085
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leadership DIRECTORY
Regional Membership
Coordinators
Mya Dundzila - East (Areas 1–6)
mdundzila@handbellmusicians.org
937-438-0085
Kim Braswell - West (Areas 7–12)
kbraswell@handbellmusicians.org
937-438-0085

National Board
P.L. Grove, President
plgrove@handbellmusicians.org
Jill Fedon, President-Elect
jfedon@handbellmusicians.org
Bill Mathis, At-Large Director
bmathis@handbellmusicians.org
Linda Minnotte, At-Large Director
lminnottee@handbellmusicians.org
Derek Nance, At-Large Director
dnance@handbellmusicians.org
Jennifer Vangolen, At-Large Director
jvangolen@handbellmusicians.org

Carlene Ruesenberg, Area Chair
chair.area1@handbellmusicians.org

Denise Holmes, Area Chair
chair.area5@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Mobby B. Larson (CT) ct.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Sue Evans (ME) me.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Sue Lee (MA) ma.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Joan Fossum (NH) nh.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Donna Horan (RI) ri.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Patricia Pranger (VT) vt.area1@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Stephanie Nash (OH) oh.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Jimmie Bennett (IN) in.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Judy Phillips (MI) mi.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Kelly Johns (KY) ky.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Robert Herzo (WV) wv.area5@handbellmusicians.org

Bob Ward, Area Chair
chair.area2@handbellmusicians.org

Paul Brill, Area Chair
chair.area3@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Beau Lochte (MD) md.area3@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (DE) de.area3@handbellmusicians.org
Jerry Hill (Metro DC) dc.area3@handbellmusicians.org
Debra LeBrun (VA) va.area3@handbellmusicians.org
Kerry Johnston (NC ) nc.area3@handbellmusicians.org

Kyle Webber, At-Large Director
kwebber@handbellmusicians.org
Alan Lohr, Area Chair
chair.area4@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Lynne Homan (FL) fl.area4@handbellmusicians.org
Ann Stoskopf (GA) ga.area4@handbellmusicians.org
Pam Spirko (SC) sc.area4@handbellmusicians.org
ADDITIONAL AREA ASSIGNMENTS
Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, PEI and Quebec,
Area 1; Ontario, Area 2; Manitoba, Area 7; Alberta, British Columbia &
Saskatchewan, Area 10
Puerto Rico, Bahamas, Virgin Islands, Area 4

Links to area websites available at
handbellmusicians.org/membership/area-connections/

Patty Highland, Area Chair
chair.area9@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Amy Haller (S TX) txrep1.area9@handbellmusicians.org
Mark Arnold - (N TX) txrep2.area9@handbellmusicians.org
Cathy Taylor (W TX) txrep3.area9@handbellmusicians.org
Sandy Milner - (OK) okrep.area9@handbellmusicians.org

Mary Caldwell, Area Chair
chair.area6@handbellmusicians.org

Glen Hascall, Area Chair
chair.area10@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Melissa Emerson (TN) tn.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Sherri Cothern (AR) ar.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Larry Smith (MS) ms.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Sybil Watson (AL) al.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Barbara Williams (LA) la.area6@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Shelly Siemer (ID) id.area10@handbellmusicians.org
Shelley Giaier (OR) or.area10@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (WA) wa.area10@handbellmusicians.org
Sharon Peterson (MT) mt.area10@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (AK) ak.area10@handbellmusicians.org

Krista Riedel, Area Chair
chair.area7@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Sheila Leier (ND) ndakota.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Monica McGowan (SD) sdakota.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Ruth Ann Malloy (MN-N) minnesotanorth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Karen Dressler (MN-S) minnesotasouth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Jessica Haeder (MN-TwC) twincities.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Mary Vassalotti (WI-S) wisconsinsouth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Sue Retzlaff (WI-North) wisconsinnorth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Ron Vert (Manitoba) manitoba.area7@handbellmusicians.org

Beth Ann Edwards, Area Chair
chair.area8@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Kendall Ladd (IL-Ctrl-South) ilcs.area8@handbellmusicians.org
Patrick Gagnon (IA) ia.area8.handbellmusicians.org
Kipp Willnauer (KS) ks.area8@handbellmusicians.org
Nancy Youngman (NE) ne.area8@handbellmusicians.org
Cheri Leigh (MO) mo.area8@handbellmusicians.org

Lorraine Hart, Area Chair
chair.area11@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Janet Lake (Mountain) mountain.area11@handbellmusicians.org
Katie Gant (Desert) desert.area11@handbellmusicians.org

Scott Leggett, Area Chair
chair.area12@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Nancy Schmitt (Far CA-N) farnorcal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Sandi Walker-Tansley (CA-N) norcal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Christine Anderson (CA-C) cencal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Michèle Sharik (CA-S) socal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Marquise Usher (SF Bay) bayarea.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Barbara Walsh (NV-N) nv.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Karen Carlisle (HI) hi.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Sharon Guilliams (LA-Metro) lametro.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Alison Pruett (NV-S) vegas.area12@handbellmusicians.org

Educators...
Let AGEHR Publishing
help you start the school
year off right with
Martha Lynn Thompson’s
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Tunes That Teach
series.

SUMMER 2019 • Volume 65, Number 3• $10.00 USA
If you are moving, please send mailing label with your new address.

Classic

REPRODUCIBLE MATERIALS
Ten Pieces for 2 or 3 Octave
Handbell or Handchime Choirs

Exercises & Director’s Guide
Ringer Activity Pages
...and MORE!

This best-selling resource is
based on tunes that are used
in both secular and sacred settings. Its 112 pages contain 10
separate settings for 2-octave
and 10 settings for 3-octave
handbell or handchime choirs.
The arrangements, exercises,
director’s teaching guides,
and ringer activities give you
the valuable tools you need for
your school or other beginning
handbell program.
AG009 - REPRODUCIBLE $39.95

REPRODUCIBLE MATERIALS
Companion to the popular Tunes that Teach Series
10 Arrangements of Classical Pieces in both
2 and 3 Octave Versions

A sequel to the best selling Tunes
That Teach, this volume contains
17 handbell selections with
separate 2-octave and 3-octave
arrangements. Tanzanian, Israeli,
Afro-American, Brazilian, Swahili, Argentine, Hasidic, Cuban,
Chinese, Bohemian, and Latin
American tunes are represented in
this collection which pedagogically
moves from Level 1 to Level 2.
AG011 - REPRODUCIBLE - $44.95

All are available at your favorite
handbell music retailer
or at www.HandbellMusicians.org

The third book in the series, Tunes
that Teach 2, offers 22 creative
arrangements of folk songs, music
from other cultures, folk songs that
have become well known hymns,
and classical music. The music progresses through the book from easy
to more challenging, making this an
ideal teaching resource.
AG012 - REPRODUCIBLE - $44.95

AG013 $34.95

The latest offering in the
popular series, Classic Tunes
That Teach has arrangements by Handel, Purcell,
Mouret, Corelli, Campra, and
more. The pieces progress
from simple to more difficult.
96 pages.
AG014 - REPRODUCIBLE $34.95

